ABSTRACT

Fermented milk is an effective carrier for probiotics, the consumption of which improves host health. The beneficial effects of probiotics, prebiotics, and synbiotics on gut dysbiosis have been reported previously. However, the way in which specific probiotics, prebiotics, and synbiotics regulate intestinal microbes remains unclear. Therefore, the probiotics Lactobacillus rhamnosus AS 1.2466 and Lactobacillus delbrueckii ssp. bulgaricus ATCC 11842 and the prebiotics xylooligosaccharide and red ginseng extracts were fed to mice to determine their effects on the intestinal microbiota. Then, mice were administered xylooligosaccharide and L. rhamnosus (synthesis) by gavage, and the number of L. rhamnosus was determined in the intestine at different times. The results show that probiotics and prebiotics can quickly reduce the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio, inhibit harmful bacteria (such as Klebsiella and Escherichia coli), and accelerate the recovery of beneficial intestinal microorganisms (such as Lactobacillus). In a complex intestinal microecology, different probiotics and prebiotics have different effects on specific intestinal microorganisms that cannot be recovered in the short term. In addition, after 20 d of intragastric xylooligosaccharide addition at 0.12 g/kg of body weight, L. rhamnosus colonization in the mouse ileum was 7.48 log cfu/mL, which was higher than in the low-dose group, prolonging colonization time and increasing the number of probiotics in the intestine. Therefore, this study demonstrated that probiotics and prebiotics can promote the balance of intestinal microbiota by regulating specific microbes in the intestine, and the effects of a suitable combination of synbiotics are beneficial, laying the foundation for the development of new dairy products rich in synbiotics.
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INTRODUCTION

The gut microbiota has been of tremendous interest because of its potential association with the health status of the host. An imbalance in certain gut microbiota may give rise to a disturbance in the gut’s function, thus causing various diseases. For example, the intestinal microbiota affects the development of the central nervous system through the gut-brain axis and modifications in the gut microbiome can lead to disorders in the central nervous system immune response, which may result in the related diseases such as depression, Parkinson’s disease, or schizophrenia (Zhu et al., 2017, 2018a). Similarly, the gut–liver axis can be affected (Konturek et al., 2018), through which disorder in the intestinal microbiota generates the proliferation of harmful bacteria. Subsequently, the accumulation of toxic substances increases the risk of liver damage. Furthermore, abnormalities in the intestinal microbiota can cause diarrhea, intestinal cancer, food allergies, and so on. To some extent, this reveals a strong correlation between intestinal microbiota and human health and indicates that the intestinal microbiota is worthy of much attention. At present, functional foods have been developed to manage the intestinal microecological environment using probiotic and prebiotic supplements.

Based on ongoing research and randomized clinical trials, the use of probiotics and prebiotics has beneficial effects on human health and wellness (Mahasneh and Mahasneh, 2017). One of the known roles of probiotics...
is to regulate the balance of the intestinal microbiota, thus conferring benefits to host health (Sanders, 2008).

Prebiotics can be used in place of probiotics or as an additional supplement, stimulating the growth and activity of beneficial bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). In general, natural products such as inulin and lactulose are important sources of prebiotics, which can be added to foods to increase nutrients and enhance health benefits such as the absorption of minerals like calcium and magnesium (Fuchs et al., 2008). Moreover, oral administration of prebiotics can increase beneficial microbiota populations in the GIT to prevent immune-mediated destruction (Sohail et al., 2017).

The synergistic combination of probiotics and prebiotics found in products such as foods, drugs, and supplements is known as symbiotics (Mohanty et al., 2018). As early as 1960, researchers noted that symbiotics could be used in nutrition to interfere with the human intestinal microbiota (Turek, 1960). However, no further development occurred because of limitations in technology. Today, with the emergence of advanced technologies such as high-throughput sequencing, research is being done on symbiotics and various metabolic disturbances such as diet-induced obesity (Ke et al., 2019).

In addition to providing certain nutrients, intake of probiotics and prebiotics is also important for improving human health and preventing diet-related diseases. However, the intake of beneficial biomass in natural foods is far from sufficient and needs to be enriched in the form of food products (Florowska et al., 2016); dairy products are important carriers of beneficial biomass.

Studies have concluded that yogurt consumption has the potential to improve intestinal health, ameliorate lactose intolerance, and prevent constipation (Adolfsson et al., 2004). Oh et al. (2016) found that adding a symbiotic combination of *Lactobacillus gasseri* 505 and *Cudrania tricuspidata* leaf extract to fermented milk could prevent liver toxicity in mice. However, the lack of research on the mechanism of action of probiotics and prebiotics has limited their application and development in dairy products. Consequently, it is imperative to conduct more research on microecological preparations, especially in probiotics and prebiotics.

This study investigated the recovery of intestinal microbes in 2 modes of regulation induced by ampicillin sodium in mice after the imbalance of intestinal microbiota. The first method was natural recovery and the second method was to add probiotics (*Lactobacillus delbrueckii* ssp. *bulgaricus* ATCC 11842 and *L. rhamnosus* AS 1.2466) or emerging prebiotics (xylooligosaccharide (XOS) and red ginseng extracts (RGE)). We found that, to varying degrees, the 4 additives rapidly improved the intestinal microbiota structure of disordered mice and could specifically restore different kinds of microorganisms in the GIT. Each of the supplemental methods corresponded to specific beneficial microorganisms in the GIT. Therefore, in the next experiment, we used different combinations of prebiotics and *L. rhamnosus* to explore the effects of different prebiotics on the growth ability of probiotics, and the combination of XOS and *L. rhamnosus* was used to explore the effects of different ratios of synbiotics on the colonization ability of *L. rhamnosus*. This is of significance for our future research on individual differences and personalized supplementation of probiotics and prebiotics to achieve accurate restoration of intestinal balance, and is beneficial to the development and promotion of functional fermented milk in the future.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Probiotics and Prebiotics**

*Lactobacillus rhamnosus* AS 1.2466\(^T\) and *L. delbrueckii* ssp. *bulgaricus* ATCC 11842 were sourced from the China General Microorganisms Collection, and *Escherichia coli* DH5α (pMG36e-dsred2) was used from the preserved stock of our laboratory. The fructooligosaccharide (FOS), oligo-isomaltose (IMO), XOS, and inulin were obtained from Baolingbao Biotech Co. Ltd. (Hebei Province, China). The red ginseng was from the Pu Kang Pharmacy (Baoding, Hebei Province, China). To obtain RGE, 100 g of red ginseng was steeped in 200 mL of distilled water overnight. Then, it was incubated in a water bath at 95°C for 3 h and filtered. The process was repeated once. Plasmid pMG36e-dsred2 used in this study was constructed in our laboratory.

**Functional Evaluation of Probiotics and Prebiotics In Vitro**

For probiotics, the ability to tolerate gastrointestinal fluids and their ability to colonize the intestinal tract are key factors affecting their proposed health effects, and prebiotics can be effectively used by probiotics to promote the growth of probiotics. According to the method reported by Ouwehand et al. (1999), in vitro adhesion and tolerability tests were carried out. Single colonies of *L. rhamnosus* and *L. bulgaricus* were picked and added to 10 mL of liquid de Man, Rogosa, and Sharpe (MRS), incubated at 37°C (*L. rhamnosus*) or 42°C (*L. bulgaricus*) for 16 h, and centrifuged at 14,000 \(\times g\) for 5 min to collect the bacteria. At 10\(^5\) cfu/mL (turbidimetric method, adjusting the concentration of bacteria solution with PBS), 1 mL of the bacterial solution was inoculated into 9 mL of simulated gastric juice (pH 3.0 PBS with a pepsin concentration of 3.0 g/L),
Animals, Diets, and Sample Preparation

All animal procedures were done following an approved protocol from the Animal Welfare and Ethical Committee of Agricultural University of Hebei, China, and were performed according to the ethical guidelines of the European Community guidelines (Directive 2010/63/EU; Wang et al., 2017). Specific-pathogen-free male Balb/c mice (4 wk old; Beijing Weitong Lihua Experimental Animal Technology Co. Ltd., Beijing, China) were housed in a temperature-controlled room (26 ± 1°C and relative humidity of 40–70%) with 12-h light/dark cycles. All mice had free access to drinking water.

After 1 wk of adaptation, the mice were randomly divided into 6 groups (12 rats/group) as follows: control group (CON), natural recovery group (NR), *L. bulgaricus* group (LB), *L. rhamnosus* group (LR), XOS group, and RGE group, where 0, 7, and 14 in the treatment group names indicate 0, 7, and 14 d after successful modeling. The CON group was given sterile saline, and the other groups were given 125 mg/mL ampicillin sodium; the dosage volume was 0.2 mL/10 g, twice a day for 4 d, for modeling. After successful modeling, the NR group underwent natural recovery with sterile saline. The LB and LR groups were administered an equal volume of 10⁸ cfu/mL of *L. bulgaricus* suspension and 10⁹ cfu/mL of *L. rhamnosus* suspension, respectively; the XOS group was given a single dose of 0.23 g of XOS/kg of BW, and the RGE group was given 4 g of RGE/kg of BW once a day for 14 consecutive days. Mice were killed on d 0, 7, and 14 after successful modeling, and the cecal contents of the mice were collected aseptically.

Cecal Bacterial DNA Extraction

For cecal bacterial DNA extraction, 0.1 g of cecal sample was mixed with 5 mL of sterile PBS. The bacterial components were separated by differential centrifugation according to Apajalahti et al. (1998).

16S rRNA Gene PCR Amplification and Sequencing

The V3-V4 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene of each sample was amplified using primers 338 forward (5′-ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG-3′) and 806 reverse (5′-GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-3′; Xu et al., 2016). The PCR amplification system consisted of 2 μL of 2.5 mM dNTP, 0.8 μL of each primer (5 μM), 2 μL of 10 × FastPfu buffer, 0.2 μL of FastPfu polymerase (TransGen Biotech, Beijing, China), and 10 ng of template DNA. The PCR amplification was carried out in a thermocycler PCR system (GeneAmp 9700, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using the following procedure: denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, 30 cycles at 95°C for 30 s, 56°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 45 s, and finally the total extension was carried out at...
72°C for 10 min and the resulting PCR product was examined on a 2% agarose gel. The amplified products were purified using an AxyPrep DNA Gel Recovery Kit (Axygen Biosciences, Union City, CA) and quantified using a QuantiFluor-ST (Promega, Madison, WI) blue fluorescence quantification system, all according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified library was sequenced by Majorbio Bio-Pharm Technology Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China) on the MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA).

**16S rRNA Gene Analysis**

Raw Illumina FASTQ files were de-multiplexed, quality filtered, and analyzed using Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME; Pylro et al., 2014). Operational taxonomic units (OTU) were performed on nonrepeating sequences according to 97% similarity. Chimeras were removed in the clustering process to obtain representative sequences of OTU. All the optimized sequences to the OTU representative sequence were mapped and the sequences that had a similarity to the OTU sequence of more than 97% were selected (Schloss et al., 2011). Alpha diversity can reflect species abundance and diversity in environmental microbial communities. Alpha diversity is evaluated using Shannon index and abundance-based coverage estimator (ACE) index (Schloss et al., 2009). A heat map based on the relative abundance of OTU was generated using R packages (Ling et al., 2015). Redundancy analysis is a constraint correspondence analysis method, which is a principal component analysis that is environmentally constrained and is usually analyzed using Euclidean distance; the analysis method is built into the R language vegan package rda. Welch’s t-test uses the t-distribution theory to infer the probability of a difference, so as to compare whether the difference between 2 averages is significant. This test can be selected when the 2 groups have different variances; one-way ANOVA can be used to test whether the mean of multiple groups of samples is the same. Through this analysis, it is possible to compare whether the distribution of species in 3 or more sample groups is significantly different, and then test the different species post-hoc to find the different sample groups in multiple groups (Liao et al., 2019).

**In Vitro Screening of Synbiotics**

Prebiotics can enhance the ability of probiotics to adhere and prolong the dwell time of bacteria in GIT, resulting in positive health effects (Celebioglu et al., 2017). This study used oligosaccharides commonly found in dairy products as emerging prebiotics. This study was based on high-throughput sequencing results, and red fluorescent protein-labeled *L. rhamnosus* was sequenced according to the method described by Li et al. (2019). The activated labeled *L. rhamnosus* was inoculated with erythromycin (1 μg/mL) in an amount of 1% inoculum, and XOS and IMO (0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0% each), FOS (1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8%), and inulin (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8%) of the basal medium, respectively, were added and cultured at 37°C. Medium containing the corresponding prebiotics of the uninoculated strain was used as a blank control, samples were taken after 12, 14, and 16 h, and the optical density (absorbance at 600 nm) was measured. By comparing the enrichment effects of the 4 prebiotics, those with a good value-added effects on the test strains were screened out.

**In Vivo Persistence of Synbiotics**

The adaptation period of the mouse is as described in Animals, Diets, and Sample Preparation. According to the above experimental results, the mice were divided into 4 groups of 21 each and were continuously intragastrically administered for 14 d using a mixture of concentration of 2 × 10⁹ cfu/mL labeled *L. rhamnosus* and different concentrations of XOS to determine the effect of XOS on the persistence of *L. rhamnosus* in the intestine of mice. The control group was given the same concentration of labeled *L. rhamnosus*, and the other groups were administered a low (0.058 g/kg of BW), medium (0.12 g/kg of BW), or high (0.35 g/kg of BW) dose of XOS. Three mice were killed each time after 7, 14, 15, 20, 25, and 31 d of gavage, intestinal mucus samples were collected by scraping in the intestine gently and spread on MRS-containing erythromycin at 37°C for 48 h, and the viable bacteria were counted. A total of 24 colonies were randomly picked from each plate for verification using PCR.

Primers were designed according to the relevant gene sequences of dsred2, namely: dsred2R: 5'-TC-TAGACATGGCCTCCTCCGAGA-3'; dsred2F: 5'-CCCAAGCCTTCTACAGGAACAGGTGG-3'. The PCR amplification was performed using conventional methods. The expected PCR product was 750 bp. The PCR amplification system consisted of 2 μL of dNTP (2.5 mmol/L), 1 μL of bacterial solution template, 1 μL (10 mol/L) of primer dsred2F, 1 μL (10 mol/L) of primer dsred2R, 0.5 μL (5 U/μL) of Ex Taq enzyme, 2 μL of 10 PCR Buffer (including Mg²⁺), and 12.5 μL of double-distilled water. The PCR amplification was performed in a thermal cycling PCR system (GeneAmp 9700, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The steps were as follows: denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, 30
cycles at 92°C for 5 min, 64°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min, and finally the total extension was carried out at 72°C for 10 min.

RESULTS

Functional Evaluation of Probiotics and Prebiotics In Vitro

In simulated stomach and intestinal environments, the survival rates of *L. bulgaricus* treated with simulated gastric juice, simulated intestinal juice, and bile salt were 79.4, 13.6, and 7.5%, respectively. For *L. rhamnosus*, the survival rates were 88.2, 28.03, and 19.4%, respectively (Figure 1A); both strains could tolerate simulated intestinal and gastric juice (survival counts >10⁶ cfu/mL). Because mouse intestinal mucus is mainly composed of proteins, this experiment used BSA as a control to study the ability of probiotics to adhere to mouse intestines. The results showed that *L. bulgaricus* had no adhesion ability, the adhesion rate of *L. rhamnosus* adhere to mouse intestines. The results showed that *L. bulgaricus* had no adhesion ability, the adhesion rate of *L. rhamnosus* was 4.53%, indicating that *L. bulgaricus* and *L. rhamnosus* had no adhesion ability, the adhesion rate of *L. rhamnosus* had no adhesion ability, the adhesion rate of *L. rhamnosus*. As a control to study the ability of probiotics to adhere to mouse intestines. The results showed that *L. bulgaricus* had no adhesion ability, the adhesion rate of *L. rhamnosus* was 4.53%, indicating that *L. rhamnosus* can better adhere to the intestine of mice, so that it may exist in the intestine for a longer time, allowing it to better exert its health effects. *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* and *L. bulgaricus* were cultured in basal medium (addition of XOS or RGE), and optical density at 600 nm was measured in the logarithmic growth phase. We found that XOS and RGE promoted the proliferation of both strains (Figure 1B, C), indicating that XOS and RGE have excellent prebiotic characteristics.

Establishment of Intestinal Microbiota Imbalance Model and Its Natural Recovery

The effects of ampicillin sodium on the GIT of mice are shown in Figure 2. After 4 d of antibiotics in mice, the mice had dull villi, mild diarrhea occurred, and the cecum of these mice was significantly larger than that of normal mice. Multiple sequencing of the V3–V4 hypervariable region covering the 16S rRNA gene was used to characterize the bacterial diversity of the cecal microbiota of each group of mice. The total number of bacterial OTUs of 42 samples was 1,405. The fragrance value and ACE value of each sample reached saturation, and the number of OTUs was abundant (Supplemental Table S1; https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2019-18003). We found that the Shannon diversity curve (Supplemental Figure S1; https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2019-18003) of each sample quickly reached saturation, and the ACE curve (Supplemental Figure S2; https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2019-18003) of each sample increased with the amount of sequencing data. These results indicated that the sequencing was close to saturation, covering most of the microbes in the sample; thus, the results accurately reflect the diversity of the sample.

To determine the effect of antibiotics on intestinal microbial diversity in mice, we detected differences in index group between the CON and NR0 groups (Figure 3A), revealing a significant difference in intestinal microbiota between them (*P* ≤ 0.001). Combined with mouse phenotypic results (Figure 2), we demonstrated that the mouse intestinal microbiota imbalance model was successfully established. Subsequently, we administered sterile saline to the mice to allow them to recover naturally. In the natural recovery process, the relative abundance of the intestinal microbiota of the mice on d 0 was significantly higher than that of the CON group, and the relative abundance on d 7 decreased rapidly to below that of the CON group until d 14, when the relative abundance of intestinal microbiota was not significantly different from that of CON group (Figure 3A). Figure 3B shows that at the genus level, the points of the NR14 group were clustered together with the CON group, indicating that at the genus level, the intestinal microbes of the mouse returned to normal levels after 14 d of natural recovery. However, when the differences between the groups were tested at the species level (Figure 3C), it became clear that some of the microorganisms in the NR14 group did not return to normal (Supplemental Tables S2–S4; https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2019-18003).

Effects of Probiotics on the Intestinal Microbiota

The structure of the host gut microbiota can be rapidly changed by oral administration of products containing *Lactobacillus*, such as yogurt and probiotic preparations (Ershidat and Mazahreh, 2009). Species composition relationship analysis was performed to determine the influence of oral probiotic on the intestinal dysbacteriosis in mice. Phylum-level analysis showed that the main microorganisms were *Tenericutes, Actinobacteria, Cyanobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes,* and *Bacteroidetes*. Removal of *L. bulgaricus* and *L. rhamnosus* by gavage revealed that *Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes* ratio (F/B) decreased rapidly in the NR7 group compared with CON7, whereas F/B significantly recovered in the LB7 and LR7 groups (Figure 4A).

Further analysis of the composition of each species at the genus level revealed that the microbial diversity of each group was rich, and some endemic bacteria were
Figure 1. Functional evaluation of probiotics and prebiotics in vitro. (A) *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* and *Lactobacillus bulgaricus*; tolerance and ability to adhere to the intestine of mice. (B) Effect of xylooligosaccharides on the growth of *L. rhamnosus* and *L. bulgaricus*. (C) Effects of red ginseng extract on the growth of *L. rhamnosus* and *L. bulgaricus*. Values are expressed as mean ± SE. The optical density at 600 nm (OD$_{600}$) value indicates the absorbance of *L. rhamnosus* and *L. bulgaricus* in the logarithmic growth phase.

Figure 2. Establishment of a mouse intestinal microbiota imbalance model, showing anatomical changes in the cecum of (A) control group mouse, and (B) natural recovery 0 d group mouse.
different among the groups (Figure 4B, C). The typical harmful bacteria in the NR7 group, *Klebsiella* and *Escherichia coli*, had significantly higher relative abundance than the other groups, but the abundance of beneficial bacteria (*Lactobacillus*) was low (*P* < 0.001). After the probiotic intervention (compared with NR7 group), not only did traditional beneficial bacteria, *Lactobacillus*, recover significantly in the LB7 and LA7 groups (*P* < 0.01), but so did the recently discovered beneficial bacteria *Akkermansia*, *Blautia*, and *Ruminaceae*. Also, the abundance of harmful bacteria in these 2 groups (LB7 and LA7) was extremely low. This means that probiotics can quickly restore the abundance of beneficial bacteria in the GIT and inhibit harmful bacteria, helping to restore the intestinal microbiota imbalance caused by the antibiotic.

**Effects of Prebiotics on the Intestinal Microbiota**

Xylooligosaccharide is an emerging prebiotic, and RGE is a natural plant product that has been recognized as a novel prebiotic (Chen et al., 2015; Amorim et al., 2020). After administration of prebiotics, the analysis of the intestinal microbiota revealed that the F/B in the XOS7 and RGE7 groups was restored. The abundance of beneficial bacteria such as *Lactobacillus, Akkermansia, Blautia*, and *Ruminaceae* in the 2 groups was higher than that in the NR7 group, although the difference was not statistically significant. However, the abundance of harmful bacteria such as *Klebsiella* and *Escherichia coli* was extremely low in both groups. In contrast to probiotic intervention, the richness of various genera in the family *Lachnospiraceae* in the NR7
group was significantly lower ($P < 0.01$) than that in the CON, RGE7, and XOS7 groups. This suggests that probiotics and prebiotics regulate the intestinal microbial ecology in a similar manner, but the effects of probiotics and emerging prebiotics on the gut microbes have become more differentiated.

**Figure 4.** *Lactobacillus* regulates the structural changes of the intestinal microbiota of mice. (A) On d 7 of ingestion, the composition of the microbiota at the genus level of control (CON) group, natural recovery 7 d (NR7) group, *Lactobacillus bulgaricus* 7 d (LB7) group, *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* 7 d (LR7) group, xyloooligosaccharide 7 d (XOS7) group, and red ginseng extract 7 d (RGE7) group. (B) On d 7 of ingestion, species relationship map at the phylum level of the CON, NR7, LB7, LR7, XOS7, and RGE7 groups. (C) On d 7 of ingestion, the differences of microbiota among the CON, NR7, LB7, and LR7 groups (one-way ANOVA). (D) On d 7 of ingestion, the differences of microbiota between the CON, NR7, XOS7, and RGE7 groups (one-way ANOVA). The rightmost value is the $P$-value, *0.01 < $P$ ≤ 0.05, **0.001 < $P$ ≤ 0.01, ***$P$ ≤ 0.001.
Analysis of Specific Strains of the Intestinal Microbiota of Mice

To evaluate the effects of *L. rhamnosus*, *L. bulgaricus*, XOS, and RGE on the gut microbiota at the species level, we analyzed the relative abundance of the probiotics/prebiotics in different treatment groups after 14 d of intervention.

The relationship between supplements and intestinal microbes is complicated. Not all supplements had a significant effect on these gut microbes (Figure 5A). The supplements had different effects on intestinal microbes that cannot be recovered in a short time; when analyzing the interaction between gut microbes and different treatment groups (Figure 5B), we first mapped the interspecific relationships of 11 gut microbes based on P-value. On this basis, we observed the relative abundance of each microbe in different treatments; intestinal microbial abundance was low and higher than CON14 after 14 d of natural recovery and 14 d of supplementation intervention, respectively, and the relative abundance of intestinal microbes in the 14-d and CON14 groups was significantly restored. The intestinal microbial abundance was low/high above CON14 after 14 d of natural recovery, and the supplement intervention was 14 d higher/lower than CON14, indicating that the 4 supplements used in this experiment can restore the intestinal microbe imbalance caused by antibiotics. Among the gut microbes that cannot be recovered in a short time (Supplemental Table S3; https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2019-18003), some were sensitive to 4 supplements, such as OTU1023, OTU1403, OTU288, and OTU232, whereas others were only sensitive to some supplements, such as OTU180 and OTU134. Neither OTU834 nor OTU172 was sensitive, and although these supplements can affect OTU834 and OTU172 by regulating other gut microbes, the effect was not significant. Therefore, differences were observed in the recovery of intestinal microbes in mice affected by different supplements.

In Vitro Screening and In Vivo Persistence of Synbiotics

The in vitro proliferation of probiotics indicated that different prebiotics had different proliferative effects on probiotics. After 12 h of culture of *L. rhamnosus* in 4 prebiotic media with different concentrations (added amounts were 1.2% XOS, 2.4% FOS, 1.6% IMO, and 0.4% inulin), the optical density (at 600 nm) values were 0.891, 0.877, 0.438, and 0.542, respectively. Therefore, because XOS had the greatest proliferative effect, XOS mixed with labeled *L. rhamnosus* was administered to mice in the next experiment.

Figure 6 shows that the amount of XOS added in the synbiotic directly affected the persistence of *L. rhamnosus* in the intestine of mice; in the early stage of gavage, the addition of XOS promoted the persistence of *L. rhamnosus*. When the amount of XOS added was 0.058 g/kg of BW (low-dose group), the synbiotics only proliferated until d 25, but low doses of XOS did not increase the persistence of *L. rhamnosus* after d 25. Also, after 20 d of intragastric XOS addition at 0.12 g/kg of BW (medium- and high-dose group) of synbiotics, *L. rhamnosus* colonization in the mouse ileum was 7.48 log cfu/mL. The synbiotics showed a good ability to promote the persistence of *L. rhamnosus*, and this ability became more obvious after d 20. Interestingly, the medium- and high-dose groups showed similar persistence of *L. rhamnosus*. These results indicate that gavage of synbiotics can better promote the persistence of probiotics than the intestine than gavage of probiotics alone; XOS had the greatest effect when added at 0.12 g/kg of BW. Not only can the health benefit of dairy products rich in synbiotics be guaranteed, but the production cost increase by adding prebiotics can be controlled to a certain extent.

**DISCUSSION**

In recent years, research on the characterization and verification of potential health benefits associated with the use of probiotics and prebiotics has increased significantly. Some researchers reported that the administration of a combination of *L. rhamnosus* and *L. helveticus* probiotics did not prevent the development of moderate to severe gastroenteritis (Freedman et al., 2018). However, the findings of Zhai et al. (2019) strongly suggest that low-fat yogurt fermented by *Streptococcus thermophilus* and *L. bulgaricus* can maintain intestinal barrier integrity. At present, it is unclear which probiotics affect the gut microbes, which makes it difficult to choose which probiotics to use to treat enteritis. Zhu et al. (2018b) claimed to accurately eliminate specific intestinal bacteria, which could improve colitis. To study the relationship between probiotics and human health, it is necessary to explore the correspondence between prebiotics and intestinal microorganisms. Similarly, Zhao et al. (2018) proposed the use of prebiotics that increase short-chain fatty acid production to prevent potential diseases associated with intestinal dysbiosis. So, probiotics and prebiotics have the same research value in this context.

Almost all experiments to evaluate gut microbiota mechanisms are conducted using in vitro and animal models, mostly rats and mice. Different inducers have been used depending on the study; for example, using a high-fat diet to feed normal mice and induce...
Figure 5. Effects of different treatments on intestinal microbes that cannot be naturally recovered in a short time. (A) Heat map displaying the relative abundance of operational taxonomic units (OTU) of the 11 microorganisms that cannot be naturally recovered in a short time in the 6 groups (CON14, NR14, LB14, LR14, RGE14, XOS14, where 14 indicates treatment for 14 d). Relative abundance is based on the number of high-throughput sequencing reads clustering into each OTU after normalizing the number of reads per sample. Each column in the heat map represents one sample, and each row represents one genus. The relative abundance of each genus is indicated by a gradient of color from blue (low abundance) to red (high abundance). (B) Correlation network: specific OTU reversed by the different treatments are significantly correlated. Circle, the treatment of the supplement for 14 d; diamond, OTU; red line, different treatment recovery OTU; blue line, negative correlation between OTU; green line, positive correlation between OTU. CON = control; NR = natural recovery group; LB = *Lactobacillus bulgaricus* treatment for 14 d; LR = *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* treatment for 14 d; XOS = xylooligosaccharide treatment for 14 d; RGE = red ginseng hydrolysate treatment for 14 d.
obese mouse models (Roh et al., 2017); using dextran sulfate sodium to induce mouse colitis (Xiong et al., 2019); and studying the effects of water-soluble polysaccharides from Schisandra chinensis on rats with antibiotic-associated diarrhea (Qi et al., 2019). Probiotics and prebiotics cannot restore serious damage to the intestinal tissue of mice caused by drugs such as dextran sulfate sodium but can regulate the intestinal microbiota imbalance caused by antibiotics in a short period. Therefore, this study used a common antibiotic, ampicillin sodium, to induce the mouse model.

Our results have shown that the intestinal microbiota imbalance caused by antibiotics can be restored to some extent by relying on the mouse’s own immune regulation. We suspect that in the early stage of antibiotic modeling, intestinal probiotics were inhibited and the relative amount of low-abundance microbiota increased, which led to the relative abundance of intestinal microbiota in the NR0 group. After 7 d of natural recovery, some beneficial bacteria first proliferated and the relative abundance of some harmful microorganisms decreased, but the intestinal microbes remained unstable at this time. After d 14, as most of the beneficial bacteria recovered, the intestinal microbiota returned to stability.

The use of high-throughput sequencing of this study showed that the use of probiotics and prebiotics can accelerate the recovery of F/B following antibiotic treatment. Other studies have discussed the significance of F/B; as reported by Parnell and Reimer (2012), microbial species measured in the Bacteroidetes division decrease, whereas those in the Firmicutes increase in obese rats. In addition, Liou and Turnbaugh (2012) indicated that antibiotics can cause obesity. This suggests that probiotics and prebiotics may be able to prevent obesity. In further experiments, emerging beneficial bacteria were found to change significantly; 7 d after the use of antibiotics, Blautia (Jenq et al., 2015), Ruminococcus (production of short-chain fatty acids; Minamida et al., 2005), Prevotellaceae (negatively correlated with host inflammation; Roelofs et al., 2010; Vinolo et al., 2011; Ohira et al., 2013), Akkermansia and Parabacteroides (preventive epilepsy; Olson et al., 2018) were less abundant, but probiotics and prebiotics could effectively increase the abundance of these beneficial bacteria after 7 d of intervention. This indicates that probiotics and prebiotics increase beneficial intestinal microbes and inhibit harmful intestinal microbes to regulate intestinal microbiota imbalance caused by antibiotics.

In further experiments, we found that after 14 d of natural recovery in ampicillin-induced intestinal dysregulated mice, some intestinal microbes were unrecovered at the species level. Hildebrand et al. (2019)
revealed that antibiotics can cause long-term changes in the intestinal microbes of some hosts; we hypothesize that the abundance of unrecovered intestinal microbes in this study may change over the long term; the intestinal microbes that cannot be naturally recovered in a short period can be restored to different extents under the action of different probiotics or prebiotics. However, some microorganisms remain unrecovered, so it is necessary to study the effects of more supplements on intestinal microbiota imbalance in preparation for targeted supplementation of intestinal microbiota. This study has some limitations; many of these specifically restored microorganisms are nonculturable microorganisms identified only by 16S rRNA gene technology, and their relationship with human health is unclear. Many studies have been published recently on cultivability of “noncultivable” microorganisms. For example, Jung et al. (2014) used I-tip equipment to culture microorganisms that cannot be cultured by many traditional methods. This makes gut microbes culturable and enables further study of their relationship to human health.

Numerous studies have shown that the use of symbiotic supplements has a more pronounced effect on the prevention and treatment of diseases than the use of a single probiotic and prebiotic supplement (Xue et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018) but it is not clear whether all combinations of probiotics and prebiotics promote health. In this experiment, XOS was found to be superior to FOS, IMO, and inulin in promoting proliferation of \( L. \ rhamnosus \), indicating that not all combinations of probiotics and prebiotics have the same effect, which is similar to the findings of Thiennimitr et al. (2018). We also found that XOS can better promote the metabolism of \( L. \ rhamnosus \) in mice and prolong its colonization time in vivo, which is similar to the finding of Celebioglu et al. (2017). In addition, when XOS reaches a certain concentration, the proliferation effect of \( L. \ rhamnosus \) is not obvious. Therefore, the symbiotic combination and the dose are important when developing fermented milk with new synbiotics. The study also found that the use of synbiotics in mice can increase the number of probiotics colonized in the intestine of mice and prolong their persistence in the intestine.

Today, probiotics and prebiotics are widely used in the dairy products (Ershidat and Mazahreh, 2009), and more evidence is needed to demonstrate the benefit to human health by probiotic, prebiotic, and symbiotic supplementation. In this study, we found that probiotics and prebiotics can effectively improve the intestinal microbiota imbalance. We showed that different treatments affect different intestinal microorganisms, which could be beneficial in developing dairy products for the intestinal environments of different people. In this study, we only studied \( L. \ rhamnosus, \ L. \ bulgaricus \), RGE, and XOS; richer effects of other probiotic and prebiotic combinations on intestinal microbiota remain to be explored.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This study demonstrated that the use of probiotics (\( L. \ bulgaricus \) and \( L. \ rhamnosus \)) or emerging prebiotics (XOS and RGE) accelerated the recovery of intestinal microbiota (damaged by antibiotics) by allowing proliferation of beneficial bacteria and inhibition of harmful bacteria. In addition, when using different methods of intervention, different microbes in the intestine of mice are recovered. Synbiotics have greater probiotic functions than probiotics or prebiotics alone, and dairy products are excellent carriers for probiotics. Our research demonstrates the benefit of probiotics and prebiotics in the field of healthy foods, especially dairy products, and provides a theoretical basis for the development of functional foods.
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